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Trade and Development: The Critical
Combination

Few private businesses survived Liberia’s long and tragic civil war. 

One that did is Morris American Rubber Company (MARCO). It plays an
important role in Liberia, a very poor country that is starting to rebound
after years of exclusion from the global economy. 

A supplier to international tire manufacturers, MARCO employs 400
workers, most of which are former soldiers rebuilding their lives. 

Liberian President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf called the firm “a story of
entrepreneurial success” while visiting in January 2008 to see the new $2.5
million rubber processing plant the company has built in rural Montserrado
County. A high point of Liberia’s new economy, it uses rubber processing
machinery imported from Malaysia through IFC’s Global Trade Finance
Program (GTFP).

The Malaysian institute at the other end of the $385,000 transaction has
never heard of MARCO or its bank, the Liberian Bank for Development and
Investment, but it had heard of IFC and was confident it would receive
payment because of IFC’s guarantee. Their confidence allowed the
equipment to be shipped, helping create a factory where MARCO’s
workers will soon produce tire-grade rubber.

“It’s about time that we Liberians move to the next step to produce all
levels of tires for export,” said MARCO General Manager Keith Jubah. “That
is the only way we will build our economy.”

The guarantee is part of a global $1 billion IFC program that covers
primarily small business transactions of less than $1 million. These
guarantees help banks in Sub-Saharan Africa and other regions support
increased trade flows in their countries. 

The program is one way that IFC helps conflict-affected countries like
Liberia rebuild the private sector, their key drivers of job creation,
economic growth and stability. 
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